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Against all odds

We’re amazed, again. The event broke the 1 million mark in donations in just two 
editions, which leaves us extremely grateful to all of those who contributed. 
Another grand step for an event which aims to be ‘the’ Corporate Social 
Responsibility outing of the year. 

We’re further amazed because, with much dedication and despite the global credit crisis, we 
were able to secure the same number of 20 teams we saw competing in last year’s tournament. 
Regardless of the gloomy economic outlook felt throughout the year, these fund shaken corporate 
patrons and individuals wielding their clubs in the name of charity have endured, and for that they 
give a fine example to other local businesses as to what CSR is all about.

These pages are a tribute to the individuals and companies who have helped make this event a 
success. Inside you’ll also find sporting news, insights, entertainment, and more. 

Enjoy our 3rd Charity Golf Tournament, and most especially, the Gala Dinner.
MB Team

Macau Business Charity Golf Tournament

08:30  Welcome Centre Opening 
  Team registration | Welcome Bag pick up 
09:00  Breakfast Buffet
09:36  Tee Off, First Flight
13:32  Tee Off, last flight
14:00  Lunch Buffet at Club House
17:30  Move to Westin pool Logia

Macau Business Charity Gala Night

17:30  Welcome Centre Opening 
	 •	Bar	Opening	at	Westin’s	Patio
  A variety of long and soft drinks, 
  and Stella draft beer will flow freely
	 •	Patrons	are	welcome	to	browse	through		
	 	 the	memorabilia	and	artworks	on		 	
	 	 auction	during	the	course	of	the	evening

19:30  Gala Buffet Opening
	 	 Enjoy	superb	French	Bordeaux	wines
  and world class cuisine     

19:45  Opening speech 
  Corporate presentation

20:30  prize Awarding Ceremony
  
21:15  Live Auction of world-class collectors  
  items’ by The Helping Hand Group HK
  Two Silent Auctions will be running   
	 •	Memorabilia	from	sports,	cinema		 	
  and music industries 
	 •	Artworks	from	“Gallery	Marianne”

21:45  Mini Raffle
  A sweepstake of prizes to be distributed  
  among patrons

22:00  Live Music and Entertainment
	 	 Enjoy	our	finest	wines,	champagne,		 	
  cocktails, Cuban cigars and indulge   
	 	 yourself	in	a	relaxed	atmosphere

22:30  shuttle Busses depart from Westin
   to MGM’s Oktober Fest

All personal donations received during the 
course of the evening, as well as all other 
moneys raised by auction – live and silent – 
will benefit local charities and social projects.

F o R E W o R D

P R o G R A m
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History maker Yang 
heading for HK open 
Tiger tamer Yang Yong Eun will spearhead 
a world class field at next month’s UBS Hong Kong open The Korean ace – who 

became Asia’s first 
major winner when he 
triumphed at the US 

PGA Championship in August – has 
confirmed his participation in the 
US$2.5 million showpiece.

Also in the stellar line-up 
will be defending champion Lin 
Wen Tang of Chinese Taipei 
and the man he beat in last 
year’s unforgettable playoff duel, 
brilliant Northern Irish youngster 
Rory mcIlroy.

Flying the flag for Hong Kong 
will be talented teenager Jason 
Hak, who created history at the 
2008 open by becoming the 
youngest player ever to make the 
cut in a European Tour event.

The 2009 UBS Hong Kong 
open will be staged at the Hong 
Kong Golf Club in Fanling from 
12-15 November.

Yang is relishing the chance 
to play in HK after his PGA 
Championship heroics, when he 
hunted down world No.1 Tiger 
Woods and beat him by three 
shots.

“Being Asia’s first major 
winner is a dream come true for 
me and it is an honour to play in 
front of the Asian fans who have 
always shown such passionate 
support for the sport and its 
players,” said Yang.

“I’m very much looking 
forward to the UBS Hong Kong 
open as it is a tournament with a 
rich history and great tradition.

“I’m aware that nine of the 
previous HK open winners have 
been major champions and I will 
be doing my very best at Fanling 
next month to be the 10th player 
to achieve that feat.”Tw
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The PGA Championship was Yang’s 
second success of the year on US soil – 
in march he claimed his first PGA Tour 
victory at the Honda Classic.

He first leapt into the global 
spotlight in 2006 when he held off an 
elite field, including the impressive 
chasing pack of major winners michael 
Campbell, Retief Goosen and Woods, 
to win the Champions tournament in 
Shanghai. 

Hong Kong fans will be eager to see 
Lin and mcIlroy in action again after 
the duo traded incredible shots in last 
year’s playoff before Lin triumphed with 
a birdie on the second extra hole.

“Last year’s UBS Hong Kong open 
provided the highlight of my career to 
date,” said Lin, who attended the 2009 
tournament launch press conference at 
the UBS offices in Hong Kong.

“To win such an important 
tournament was a fantastic moment 
for me and to do it in such an exciting 
playoff only added to the thrill.

“Naturally I have fond memories 
of Fanling. It is a picturesque golf 

course but also a testing one with the 
emphasis on accuracy and skill. And the 
support from the fans is fantastic – the 
atmosphere on the final day last year 
was just incredible. I’m delighted to be 
returning.”

Lin will be heading to Hong Kong 
on a high after claiming the fifth Asian 
Tour victory of his career in last week’s 
mercuries Taiwan masters.

Following his near miss at Fanling, 
mcIlroy claimed his breakthrough 
European Tour victory in February this 
year with a wire-to-wire success in the 
Dubai Desert Classic. He has gone on 
to enjoy an outstanding season with 
numerous top 10 finishes, including tied 
10th at the US open and tied third at 
the US PGA Championship.

“Although I unfortunately came up 
just short last year, playing in Hong 
Kong was a wonderful experience and 
I thoroughly enjoyed four days of great 
golf,” said mcIlroy, still only 20. “It will 
be a strong field once again and I’ll be 
doing my utmost to go one better this 
time.”

Hak – born in Hong Kong 
and now resident in Florida – sent 
shockwaves through the golf world 
when he carded two rounds of even-
par 70 to make the cut at last year’s 
UBS Hong Kong open.

At 14 years and 304 days, he 
eclipsed the European Tour record 
set by Sergio Garcia of Spain, who 
was 15 years and 46 days when he 
made the cut at the Turespana open 
mediterrania in Valencia in 1995.

“Playing in my first UBS Hong 
Kong open last year was an awesome 
experience and making the cut simply 
added to a brilliant week for me,” 
said Hak. “It was great to be playing 
alongside such world-class players and 
I’m looking forward to returning this 
year.”

Chi -Won Yoon, Chairman and 
CEo, UBS Asia Pacific, welcomed 
the quartet of players to the 2009 
tournament. “We at UBS are counting 
the days until the opening of the 2009 
UBS Hong Kong open which this year 
promises to be the best ever,” he said.
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Tiger Woods welcomes 
golf ’s return to olympics
Tiger Woods, a 14-time major champion, welcomed the return of golf to the olympic Games 
Friday, a move that could give him another sporting world to conquer

By Rebecca Bryan*

I think it’s great for golf,” said Woods, 
who was in San Francisco as part of 
the US team taking on an International 
squad in the Presidents Cup match 

play tournament.
“It’s a perfect fit for the olympics, and 

I think we’re all looking forward to golf 
getting in the olympics.”

The International olympic 

Committee voted in Copenhagen on 
Friday to add golf to the programme 
for the 2016 olympic Games in Rio de 
Janeiro.

The International Golf Federation 
has promised that the world’s best will 
take part in olympic golf, which will see 
60 players in both the men and women’s 
competitions facing off over 72 holes.

“Everybody is very excited that golf 
became an olympic sport, and we are 

working hard on our games so that over 
the next six years we are able to make 
the team and represent our country 
in the olympics,” said American Phil 
mickelson.

“I think this is important for the 
game of golf,” mickelson added. “It’s 
important for the growth of the game of 
golf and it’s exciting what it will mean on 
a worldwide level for this great game.”

Woods, who is in pursuit of golf great 

L a t e s t N e w s



“It’s a perfect fit for the Olympics, 
and I think we’re all looking 
forward to golf getting in the 
Olympics”
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Jack Nicklaus’s record of 18 major titles, 
said he wasn’t quite sure what it would 
mean to be part of the olympics.

“We as golfers have never had it, so 
this will be a new experience for golfers 
who get to participate in the olympics,” 
he said. “Having talked to other athletes 
who have gotten a chance to experience 
the olympics, they have absolutely loved 
it and had the greatest time.”

America’s British open champion 
Stewart Cink was pleased with the 
decision, even if he never ends up playing 
in the Games.  “It’s great for golf,” Cink 
said. “I don’t know if it’s great for me or 
not because I’ll be 43 and I might be over 
the hill by then.”

PGA Tour Commissioner Tim 
Finchem also hailed the decision as a 
turning point for global golf.  “First and 
foremost, I think the trajectory of growth 
for the game globally will be significantly 
enhanced,” he said. “When you consider 
that over a hundred countries will now 
invest in the sport to grow the game, 
to be competitive in the Games in this 

particular sport, will catapult the level 
of growth, particularly in Asia, Eastern 
Europe, also in South America and 
other areas that have not had the level of 
growth historically.”

Finchem insisted that golf is an ideal 
addition to the olympics. “It’s a growing 
sport and it’s a sport that’s reaching kids. 
It’s a sport of diversity. It’s a sport that 
does very well on television,” he said. “It’s 
also a sport that corporate sponsors are 
very supportive of, like the image of, and 
like to be associated with. All of those 
things played to our favor.”

Finchem praised the work of the 
Royal and Ancient’s Peter Dawson and 
Ty Votaw, executive director of the 
IGF’s olympic Golf Committee, in 
lobbying for the game’s inclusion.

But even though Finchem believes 
golf is ideally suited to the Games, 
he admitted he wasn’t 100 percent 
confident golf would get the vote.

“I was a little nervous, just because 
I didn’t expect Chicago to get 18 votes,” 
he said of the US city’s stunning first-
round ouster in voting for the olympic 
host city last week. *World Sports



Live Auction
•  US President Barack Obama signed Book w/ US Presidential Seal – incredible item, of the World’s most powerful man!
•  Valentino Rossi signed helmet - one of the most successful motorcycle racers of all time, eight World Championships to his name
•  U2 complete Band signed Fender Electric Guitar - mat-board, showcasing the entire back catalogue over the last 30 years!
•  AC/DC complete Band signed and framed Fender Guitar. Arguably Australia’s biggest ever Rock Band
•   British Open signed Flag by 23 past Champions: Woods, Nicklaus, Palmer, Norman, Daly, Els, Harrington, and many more 
•  Lance Armstrong hand signed Tour de France Jersey - The man that beat all the odds
•  Andre Rieu signed and framed full-sized Violin, signed by the master of Waltz

!! SPECIAL!! Michael Jackson ‘The King of Pop’ RIP’  !! SPECIAL!! 
An incredible piece on the greatest solo artist, since Elvis Presley. Incredibly designed, collectable piece of music History

Silent Auction
• David Beckham’s ULTIMATE collectable! A signed and framed official Adidas playing Boot
• Barcelona FC signed jersey – winners of the Copa del Rey, La Liga, and UEFA Champions League in the 2008/2009 season
• Wallabies signed and box framed 2008 Jersey - entire squad have signed this famous piece, first year under Robbie Deans
• New Zealand All Blacks signed & framed full sized 2008 Jersey - Winners of 2008 Tri-Nations and Bledisloe, incl. Hong Kong!
• Chelsea signed and framed 2008/09 shirt, truly a great piece of one of the world’s elite teams
• Michael Phelps signed US swimming cap! Arguably the WORLD Sporting King with 8/8 Golds in Beijing
• Billy Joel signed and framed LP and photo piece - the “Piano Man” has had Top 10 hits in the ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s! 
• Sir Bob Charles signed and framed Lithograph of NZ’s greatest ever Golfer! He was THE Legend, before Tiger was even born!
• Carl Lewis signed and framed two photo piece. He is maybe the Greatest Track & Field star ever known!
• Darren Beadman ‘Stable of Champions’. Edition near Sold out!, boardroom quality!
• Aretha Franklin signed LP - as the “Queen of Soul” this Grammy award winner has one of the most amazing voices of all time.
• Greg Norman signed and framed two photo piece - the Australian Golfing mega-star: The Shark!
• Heath Ledger award winning Artwork from 2008 Archibald Prize - beautifully framed print
• Rafael Nadal signed and framed four French Opens in a Row! Amazing five photo piece on the master of the clay court!
• Steven Gerrard signed double photo - The Liverpool Captain and Heart of England team
• Tiger Woods signed large photo piece, framed in amazing golden frame -  World’s Greatest Golfer
• Valentino Rossi signed, framed MotoGP Knee slider - Incredible signed piece of the eight times World Champ
• Wayne Rooney signed and framed double photograph - the youngest ever England International!
• Chairman Yi Jianlian, the Beijing Olympics star from China signed SPALDING Basketball in a mounted perspex case!

10 M a c a u B u s i N e s s c h a r i t y a u c t i o N

Well known Zhuhai based  “Gallery Marianne” will be auctioning a valued 
collection of nudes and still lifes. The gallery is co owned by Jean Pierre 
Bourreau and Wong Guo. Bourreau is a French Professor for physiology at 
HK University as well as a hobby painter and photographer since childhood. 
Besides his research works in physiology is also recommended as an art 
consultant. Wong Guo - is a famous Chinese painter born in China but 
got his master in Singapore subsidized by the Chinese Government. His 
countless awards and prizes gave him a name in the Chinese art family - 
especially recognized for his western style which will be up for auction. Also 
featured is French Virginie Guillaume Petit, an internationally coded female 
painter who lives in metz in the champagne area. 

 “Gallery Marianne”
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melco Crown Entertainment
The future is theirs

s P o N s o r P r e s e N t a t i o N12

melco Crown Entertainment 
is an owner and developer 
of casino gaming and 
entertainment resort 

facilities that are focused on the rapidly 
expanding gaming market found in 
macau. melco Crown Entertainment 
operates its superbly designed and 
managed facilities through its subsidiary 
melco Crown Gaming (macau) Limited, 
one of only six companies granted 
concessions or subconcessions to operate 
casinos in macau.

on December 19, 2006, melco 
Crown Entertainment listed on 
NASDAQ under the ticker symbol 
“mPEL”, successfully raising in excess of 
US$1.14 billion in the process. According 
to Renaissance Capital and IPohome.
com, this ranked as the fourth largest 
IPo in the US in 2006. Through the 

implementation of innovative products 
and services and by working hand-in-
hand with globally renowned brands, 
melco Crown Entertainment fully 
intends to offer the best entertainment 
experience to the broadest spectrum 
of customers and thereby become the 
leader of macau’s gaming industry. In this 
endeavor, we have a number of projects 
currently underway or planned in the 
region. 

melco Crown Entertainment was 
upgraded in January 2009 to trade on 
the NASDAQ Global Select Market, 
which has the highest initial listing 
standards among exchanges in the world. 
This stands as evidence of its financial 
and liquidity strengths and achievement 
of world-class corporate governance. In 
April 2009, melco Crown Entertainment 
completed a follow-on public offering of 

45 million ADSs (American Depository 
Shares), or its equivalent in shares, raising 
net proceeds of US$174 million. Despite 
difficult stock market conditions, the deal 
was upsized to meet strong demand from 
investors in Asia and the US, proving the 
confidence of investor community to our 
business in macau.

Altira macau (formerly Crown 
macau) is a luxurious and contemporary 
hotel and casino delivering a world-class 
experience. It offers one of the most 
exclusive and elegant accommodations 
in macau, providing the ultimate in fine 
dining and attracting discerning, high-
end gaming patrons. 

As a brainchild of mr. Ho, City of 
Dreams, which officially opened on 
June 1, is an integrated entertainment 
resort set to become the “must 
experience” destination in macau. 
Combining electrifying entertainment, 
a diverse array of accommodation, 
regional and international dining, 
designer brand shopping and a spacious 
and contemporary casino, City of 
Dreams will usher in a new era of 
gaming and entertainment. The casino 
features a 420,000-square-foot floor 
area with approximately 520 gaming 
tables and approximately 1,350 game 
machines. 

To provide instant electronic gaming 
fun, melco Crown Entertainment offers 
mocha Clubs, which feature a total of 
approximately 1,500 gaming machines in 
eight locations and comprise the largest 
non-casino based operations of electronic 
gaming machines in macau. mocha 
Clubs offer machine-based gaming 
entertainment in a cafe-style setting. 
Finally, melco Crown Entertainment 
also has ambitious plans for a yet-to-
be-named hotel-casino complex on the 
prime real estate of the macau Peninsula.
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The Westin Resort macau is 
situated on the southern tip 
of Coloane Island overlooking 
the spectacular Hac Sa Beach.  

The eight-storey grand complex, which is 
terraced into a lush mountainside, features 
macau Golf & Country Club’s 18-hole 
tournament-style golf course on its rooftop 
and commands stunning views of the South 
China Sea.  

The Westin Resort macau offers 
208 suites and rooms (average 66 sq. 
meters), each opening out to a private 
terrace overlooking the South China Sea, 
Hac Sa Beach or the Coloane National 
Park. With just a 20 minute drive from 
the macau Ferry Terminal, 10 minute 
drive from macau International Airport, 
downtown shopping and entertainment 
centre, and only 5 minutes away from the 
newly developed Cotai Strip.  The Westin 
Resort macau is an ultimate retreat that 

Westin Hotels & Resorts, 
with 121 hotels and resorts in 31 
countries and territories, is owned by 
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, 
Inc. and was ranked “Highest in Guest 
Satisfaction Among Upscale Hotel 
Chains” in J.D. Power and Associates 
2004 North America Hotel Guest 
Satisfaction StudySm.” 

Starwood Hotels & 
Resorts Worldwide, Inc. is one 
of the leading hotel and leisure companies 
in the world with approximately 850 
properties in more than 95 countries 
and 145,000 employees at its owned 
and managed properties. Starwood® 
Hotels is a fully integrated owner, 
operator and franchisor of hotels and 
resorts with the following internationally 
renowned brands: St. Regis®, The Luxury 
Collection®, Sheraton®, Westin®, Four 
Points® by Sheraton, W®, Le méridien® 
and the recently announced aloftSm 
and ELEmENTSm Hotels. Starwood 
Hotels also owns Starwood Vacation 
ownership, Inc., one of the premier 
developers and operators of high quality 
vacation interval ownership resorts. For 
more information, please visit 
www.starwoodhotels.com.

The Westin Resort Macau
1918 Estrada de Hac Sa, Coloane, macau
t 853.2887.1111   f 853.2887.1122
westin.com/macau

About The Westin 
Resort macau

suits everyone from couples and families 
to corporate groups.   

The Westin Resort macau is recently 
awarded as Best Business Hotel, Best 
Service Hotel and most Luxurious Hotel 
in macau by masterCard Worldwide’s 
“The Best of 2006” Awards. The resort 
is also voted as the Best Resort in Asia by 
Hong Kong Business’s prestigious High 
Flyers outstanding Enterprises 2005 
Awards and once again nominated as 
“preferred choice of accommodation of 
travelers to macau” by Frequent Traveller. 
Recent accolades include Best Business 
Hotel in macau SAR by Business 
Traveller; Number 1 resort in Greater 
China region and 7th Best Resort in Asia 
by Asia-hotel.com; Number 1 resort 
in Greater China region by Asia’s Best 
Hotels & Resorts; one of top 7 seaside 
resorts in China by National Geographic 
Traveler.   
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IGT - International Game Technology

IGT-International Game Technology is a global company specializing in the design, development, 
manufacturing, distribution and sales of computerized gaming machines and systems products. We 
strive to maintain a diverse portfolio of gaming products that span a wide range of categories and target 
customer markets with a variety of games, platforms and systems, offered across gaming jurisdictions 
worldwide. We derive our revenues in two ways, either from the sale (product sales) or placement 
(gaming operations) of our gaming products, services and/or intellectual properties. Operating 
results reviewed by our chief decision makers encompass all revenue sources within each geographical 
customer region. We currently view our business in two regional operating segments,  
each incorporating all types of revenues.

 iGt - the riGht teaM i 

Bill Stefanakis  

Gary Hann 

Ian Wood

  iGt - the riGht teaM ii 
James Geere 

Jason Elton 

Matt Hurst 

melco Crown Entertainment is an owner and developer of casino gaming and entertainment resort 
facilities that are focused on the rapidly expanding gaming market found in macau. melco Crown 
Entertainment operates its superbly designed and managed facilities through its subsidiary melco 
Crown Gaming (macau) Limited, one of only six companies granted concessions or subconcessions to 
operate casinos in macau.

Constance Hsu President  | Mocha Clubs

Colin Edwards City of Dreams

Phil Geappen Vice President - Cage, Count & Credit | COD

Melco Crown Entertainment

MeLco crowN eNtertaiNMeNt
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Wynn Macau

t e a M i N F o r M a t i o N18

Wynn macau is the first Las Vegas-style integrated resort in Asia. The hotel features 600 hotel 
rooms and suites, a unique choreographed performance lake, 5 fine-dining and casual dining 
restaurants led by a team of top chefs, a lounge & bar area, a spa, an outdoor heated swimming 
pool, 22,000 square feet of multi-purpose convention facilities, approximately 130,000 square feet 
of casino gaming space, and 26,000 square feet of retail space that houses the largest variety of 
international luxury brands in the city. The resort is located in the heart of macau, adjacent to the 
macau-Taipa Bridge and approximately 10 minutes drive from the macau Ferry Terminal and 15 
minutes drive from the macau International Airport. 

  wyNN Macau a 

Dave Williamson Operations Controller

Chip Lawson 

Stuart Ivins Manager - Count Team

  wyNN Macau B 

Dennis Hudson 

Nathan Fisher 

Tim Nauss 

Aristocrat Technologies is a leading manufacturer of gaming entertainment in Asia and around the 
globe. After more than 50 years of industry presence, Aristocrat’s unique portfolio of innovative 
gaming products has evolved to include electronic gaming machines, systems, venue services and 
ancillary equipment. Aristocrat operates throughout Asia from its Asia Pacific head office in macau 
and has a substantial presence in the macau and surrounding markets. The latest  Hyperlink 
products like Loco Loot and Golden Goals are placed in the surrounding Casinos as well as a range 
of top performing games like 50 Dragons, 5 Dragons and 50 Lions entertaining the new Asian 
Slots players. Aristocrat continues to deliver “ The Power of performance” through its innovation 
and creative game varieties and its dedicated support to the Asia Pacific region. At Aristocrat, it’s all 
in the game.

David Punter 

Matt Wilson 

Trevor Ross 

Aristocrat Technologies

aristocrat





The Helping Hand Group has raised and donated over $18 million USD for leading charities, 
community groups, schools and sporting clubs since 1997.  This is achieved by providing 
Memorabilia (Music/Movies/Sport) as well as Artwork and fine Wines for fundraising through 
Silent or Live auctions. Helping Hand Group has operated Auctions in 15 Countries around the 
World and has affiliations with 9 offices across 6 Countries!

Ian Syer 

Julius Santos 

Douglas Brennan

Banco Nacional Ultramarino S.A. was founded in Lisbon, Portugal, in 1864, and starts its operations 
in macau in 1902. Both as a commercial and issuing bank Banco Nacional Ultramarino has strongly 
contributed  over the past century to the economic and social development of macau. on  march 28th 
2001 the merger of  Banco Nacional Ultramarino  and Caixa Geral de Depósitos  through incorporation 
of Banco Nacional Ultramarino  into Caixa Geral de Depósitos was announced. In accordance with 
the merger plan the macau Branch of Banco Nacional Ultramarino has become a bank incorporated in 
macau and a wholly owned subsidiary of Caixa Geral de Depósitos, as of July 1, 2001. Banco Nacional 
Ultramarino provides a range of banking products and services including credit cards, personal loans, 
investment services and corporate banking facilities delivered through a variety of distribution channels 

and supported by an efficient customer  service.

 José Braz-Gomes Director - Private Banking

José Carlos Angeja CEO - ADA | Airport Director

Jonnhy Senna Fernandes 

Helping Hand Group

BNU - Banco Nacional Ultramarino S.A.
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Silver Heritage Limited

Silver Heritage Limited was founded in 2003 to invest resources into projects in the fast-growing gaming 
sector of the Asia-Pacific region. It is engaged in the leasing of slot machines, server based gaming terminals 
and the creation of themed gaming clubs to legal, licensed gaming premises, as well as other gaming related 
projects such as live sports betting, poker tables and the development of sports bars in casinos and licensed 
clubs. We have operations in macau, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, the Philippines, many of them market 
leading venues by $ per day per machine. are proud to be associated with the macau Business Golf Day. It 
shares the ideals of charitable business across Asia, funding orphanages in Cambodia and Philippines and as 
a major sponsor of development sports for under privileged Lao kids.

Mike Bolsover 

Tim Shepherd 

Martin Wright 

Shuffle master, Inc. is a gaming supply company specializing in providing its casino customers with 
improved profitability, productivity and security, as well as popular cutting-edge gaming entertainment 
content, through value-add products in four distinct categories: Utility Products which includes automatic 
card shuffler, roulette chip sorters and intelligent table system modules, Proprietary Table Games which 
include live table game tournaments, Electronic Table Systems which include electronic multi-player table 
game platforms, and Electronic Gaming machines which include traditional video slot machines for select 
markets. The Company is included in the S&P Smallcap 600 Index.

Andrew Macaulay 

 

 

siLVer heritaGe

shuFFLe Master

Shuffle Master
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SJm Holdings Limited is the holding company of Sociedade de Jogos de macau S.A. (SJm), one of six 
companies authorized to engage in the exploitation of casino games of fortune and other games of chance in 
casino, under the terms of a concession granted by the government of macau in march 2002. SJm is the only 
locally-rooted company operating in the casino gaming industry in macau. SJm currently operates 19 casinos 
located in prime locations in the macau Peninsula and Taipa Island and convenient to principal entry points. 
Gaming operations are comprised of VIP table gaming, mass market table gaming and slot machines.

Tim Gilbert Vice President - Table Games

Lindsay Stewart 

Alastair Dick Ass. Casino manager

Jack Ung  

Timmy Tang   

Paul Tso 

Dog one Life is a Japanese “one-stop” shop with multi-features pet service center. We provide all kind of pet 
needs including: high quality supplies, food from worldwide, training classes, workshops, salon, migration, hotel 
and the bakery are specially made for your loving dog. At Dog one Life, the most important is that we care our 
customers. Through different types of classes; owner can understand their dogs better. Further more, we have 
invited an A-grade groomer from our Japan main store to supervise our grooming salon.

Iain Carlyle 

Jonathan Lam   

David Largent Director | Sports Life Asia Ltd. 
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SJM Holdings Limited

Dog One Life

casiNo GraND LisBoa, sJM 

DoG oNe LiFe

 sJM 





Galaxy Casino S.A. was granted a gaming concession from the macau Government in 2002 in Asia’s 
booming gaming city. Galaxy carefully designed its growth strategy to meet current and future market 
developments in a city undergoing an evolution unlike any other in the world and the result has 
seen Galaxy meet the diversity of both long and short term visitor needs, and become a landmark of 
macau’s tourism sector. With the launch of four distinctive CityClub casinos dedicated to the lucrative 
VIP market, Galaxy entered the gaming industry, firmly stamping its brand in the market place. major 
contributors to Galaxy’s ongoing success are its strong management team and exceptionally trained 
staff. Corporate citizenship is a priority and Galaxy prides itself on contributing to macau’s economy 
through recruitment, social events and community service.

 

 

 

 

 

 

SKSupport Ltd. is macau’s first sport & incentive agency. Committed to the notion that 
quality matters whether it be sports management, sports consulting, sports marketing or event 
management – SKSupport Ltd. aims to serve you the best. our more than 10 years experience in 
professional sport and establishment in the world’s biggest motor sport events, our involvement 
in the macau Grand Prix for 8 years and local Charity sport events, promises to give you the best 
in measurable sponsorship programs and best opportunities to promote your company , image, 
products and messages especially in the Asian region.

Wee Peng Siong

CJ Gatto 

David Bonnet 

Galaxy Casino S.A.

SKSupport Ltd.
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mGm GRAND macau, a stylish icon in the macau skyline, is a development born of the 
partnership of two prominent industry leaders and innovators, Pansy Ho and mGm mIRAGE. 
mGm GRAND macau hotel resort is a unique structure located on a prime waterfront site 
in macau. With 600 rooms, this 35-storey hotel tower rises 154 meters into the sky, and as the 
shimmering glass of the building reflects the hues of the South China Sea, the shape of the hotel 
itself mirrors the rolling swell of the ocean surf. Separated into three distinct segments as the 
building rises skywards, it projects three brilliant shades of gold.

Graeme Croft Table Games Shift Manager

David Hart Table Games Shift Manager

Enrico Dovadola VP of Casino Operations

Peter Johns 

Gary Chung 

Terry Jursa 

macau Business, a 132-page monthly magazine is De Ficção multimedia Projects’ flagship 
publication. Launched in may 2004, focuses on macau’s business community and economy and has 
achieved immense market credibility and penetration – in both circulation and reach – owing to its 
present monthly circulation of 20,000 issues and an aggregate growth rate of 800 percent to date. 
Besides local and international availability, macau Business maintains a highly visited website – 
which recently logged its nine millionth pages viewed. Its subscribers span South East Asia, North 
America and Europe. DeFicção multimedia Projects is the only independently owned, non-Chinese 
local publishing group engaged in publishing two monthly magazines, several other publications, 
event management and soon, the hospitality field.

Paulo Azevedo Publisher & Founder | Macau Business

Luis Pereira Executive Director | Macau Business

Pedro Cortés Partner | Lektou - Advogados

MGM Grand Macau

Macau Business

MGM 1

Macau BusiNess

MGM 2
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Hole        Par 4   394 Yds. 
This pleasant opening hole requires a straight drive to avoid well-placed 
fairway bunkers. The second shot to a well-bunkered large green plays 
further than it looks, so ensure you have enough club.

Hole  2    Par 5   498 Yds.
A left to right dog leg par 5 requiring a long straight drive to get to the 
dog-leg and avoid the bunkers. Big hitters may reach the green in two. A 
well placed second shot is needed to open up the green for a short iron 
third. 

Hole        Par 4   332 Yds.
This very tight, rising par 4 needs an accurate tee shot to place the ball 
between the out of bounds and three bunkers. The elevated green makes 
club selection for the second shot very tricky.

Hole        Par 3   152 Yds.
This is a straightforward par 3 made 
awkward by swirling winds around the 
green. A definite birdie chance for any good 
iron player.

Hole         Par 4   474 Yds. 
An elevated tee gives the player a view of 
all the trouble to be negotiated. This hole 
requires a good long drive to allow the 
opportunity to try for the green tucked in a hazard protected hollow. 
Hole 5 is the toughest par 4 on the course, a real card wrecker. 
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Facts on the      
Golf Course
N ature herself created a magnificent setting for this truly unique 

golf course. With spectacular views over the picturesque Hac Sa 
Beach and the South China Sea, the course offers a wide variety 

of interesting and challenging playing conditions.
With various holes ranging from flat to undulating and with 

strategically placed bunkers and lakes, the golf course is memorable 
for the unique challenge that golfers are confronted with at every hole. 
The multiple varieties of trees, shrubs and natural vegetation also add 
seasonal color to the verdant splendor of the golf course making a great 
experience for every golfer regardless of one’s score.

Hole        Par 3   140 Yds. 
out of bounds on the left and water behind on the right 
makes this relatively simple hole harder to play than it 
should be. 

Hole         Par 4   317 Yds. 
out of bounds, ravines, a narrow fairway, and elevation 
changes make this short par 4 quite daunting. The sensible 
play is a long iron to the center of the fairway, which sets up 
a mid to short iron blind second shot to a well-bunkered 
elevated green. 

Hole        Par 4   370 Yds.
A definite birdie chance 
if you can avoid the 
fairway bunkers from 
the picturesque elevated 
tee. A small, very 
undulating green places 
a premium on pinpoint 
accuracy for the short 
iron second shot.
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Hole        Par 4   405 Yds.
A straight away down hill par 4. If you can thread your tee shot through 
the fairway bunkers you find yourself with a mid to short iron down hill 
shot to a heavily bunkered sloping green. 

Hole        Par 4   396 Yds.
An intimidating tee shot that requires a fade to put the ball on the right 
side of the fairway. This sets up a mid-iron to a raised upturned saucer 
shaped green. make par or better on this hole and you deserve a pat on 
the back.

Hole        Par 3   230 Yds. 
This is a tough par 3. Pinpoint accuracy with a long iron or fairway wood 
is your only chance of hitting this punishing green.

Hole        Par 5   574 Yds. 
This classic par 5 rises from tee to green and is a genuine three shooter. 
A booming drive is needed to carry the water, followed by an accurate 
fairway wood which will set up a mid iron third to a violently sloping 
two-tier green.

Hole        Par 5   536 Yds.
Trouble all the way down the right side makes accuracy rather than 
length the requirement for this hole. A good short iron third shot to the 
elevated green will set up a birdie chance if you can negotiate the swirling 
winds around the green. 

Hole        Par 3   201 Yds.
Trouble down the right, bunkers on the left and a small 
sloping green make this the toughest par 3 on the course.

Hole        Par 4   339 Yds. 
A long iron or fairway wood off the tee will set up a short iron 
over water to the sunken green. This pretty hole is a definite 
birdie chance.

Hole        Par 4   410 Yds.
Anything but a perfect drive will leave a second shot off an 
upward sloping lie to a long two-tier green with hazards 
behind and to the right. This seemingly simple hole can be a 
real card wrecker.

Hole        Par 3   225 Yds. 
This spectacular par 3 has an elevated tee 140 feet above a big 
green surrounded by cliffs and shrub land to the right and the 
South China Sea to the left. Anything other than the perfect 
tee shot will result in disaster.

Hole        Par 5   564 Yds.
Big hitters may risk going for this green in two, but sea, lakes, 
deep greenside bunkers and out of bounds usually forces a lay up 
second shot. This leaves a mid to short iron third over water to a 
sloping elevated green with out of bounds just over the back. 

Tournament Tees
Par 71  6,557 Yds.
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Correct ball position 
& placement of the feet

Using the right 
stance at the 
right time

Larry graduated from the 
University of San Diego 

California in 1994, with an 
honors degree in Business 
Administration. There, he 

competed in the NCAA 
Division 1. He turned 

professional by qualifying for 
the Canadian Tour in 1999 
and 2000.  He and his wife 

moved to macau in 2006 
where he helped to develop 

the macau Professional 
Golfers’ Association and 

became one of its founding 
members. He plays on 

various professional circuits 
as well as teaching golf. He 

competed in the macau open 
from 2007 to 2009, as well 
as on the 2009 China and 
Asian Tours. His teaching 

accomplishments include 15 
years of teaching experience, 

based on which he has 
written a book on the game of 
golf. He has taught golf in the 
US, Canada, and now in Asia. 

He is one of Asia’s top golf 
instructors and is available 

for golf lessons in macau. You 
can reach him on his mobile 

+853 6631 7967 or email 
him at: golffocus@gmail.com.

many golfers ask me, “Should I use one ball position or move it 
around in my stance depending on which golf club I am using?” 
I have found the simplest solution is to use one ball position 

and then vary the width of the stance by moving the back foot. For all 
standard shots, position the ball about 5 to 10 cm inside the front foot. 
As the length of the club/shot increases, increase the width of stance by 
moving the back foot away from the target. For the driver, the player will 
use the widest stance where the width of the shoulders is the same as the 
width between the heels of the feet. We call this a shoulder’s width stance. 
As the club shortens in length (3 wood, 5 wood, etc.), the stance narrows 
slightly. From the pictures it appears as if the ball is moving back in the 
stance as the stance narrows. This is not the case. In all four cases, the 
ball position remains the same with respect to the left foot. The reason 
the stance widens for longer clubs is because it shifts the center of the 
body back, away from the target. This decreases or naturally shallows the 
angle of attack on the ball at impact. Since longer clubs have less loft, the 
angle of descent must be less and vice versa for shorter clubs. It allows the 
player to use one swinging motion for all the various clubs.

There are a few instances where ball position can be moved. The first 
is to change the ball flight. Players lacking loft or launch angle with the 
woods, may opt to position the ball straight out from the left heel. This 
can produce more distance off the tee for players with a low ball flight. 
Some players find it very effective to position the ball further back in 
the stance during windy conditions. The lower ball flight helps the ball 
penetrate through the wind better. Another case where ball position 
may be moved is for an explosion shot from a green side bunker. When 
a player finds the club is digging too deep into the sand, move the ball 
forward to a point where it is straight out from the heel of the forward 
foot. If the club bounces into the ball instead of sliding under it, consider 
positioning the ball further back in the stance. This may be the case in 
bunkers with little or very hard sand.

Another relevant issue regarding ball position is the placement of the 
feet. For most players the best option is to rotate the left foot open about 
a quarter of a turn (or 22 degrees) towards the target. The back foot 
should be positioned square to the target line. Players with limited range 
of motion in the lower body may find it better to open the back foot by 
rotating it slightly away from the target. This will help to complete a full 
shoulder turn.

by Larry Petryk

The Professional
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ShORT IRON/ WEDgE

Feet are approximately 
under the shoulders

Shoulder’s width

ChIP

Feet are very close together such that the 
ball position is straight out from back foot

Feet are slightly inside the shoulders



The concept of this event is to stimulate Corporate Social 
Responsibility, a term local companies – save for notable 
exceptions – are not yet very familiar with.

As such, the first years were an uphill battle. We 
spent most of our time explaining to sponsors and patrons, 
the need for companies to show their support for segments of 
the local population who have not benefitted from the rapid 

Two Years on
In it’s first two editions the macau Business Charity 
Golf Tournament and Gala Dinner distributed over 
1 milion patacas for charities and social projects
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development macau has seen in the last few years.
Two years on, the event has raised over moP1 million, 

distributed among more than a dozen local charities and social 
projects, making the macau Business Charity Golf Tournament 
one of the most successful Social Corporate Responsibility 
events in macau.

With much dedication we have been able to bring together 

R e P o R T



the same number of teams as last year. Getting the same 20 
teams we had last year was a great challenge, especially because 
of the global credit crisis and the restricted budgets from fund 
shaken corporate patrons.

Patrons to this event come from all corners of the local 
business community, from gaming and entertainment, to 
banking, and automakers. on one hand these companies are 

giving something back to the community and, on the other, 
getting the benefits of exposure that this event provides.

This year’s major tournament sponsors are melco Crown 
Entertainment and The Westin Resort, both of whom have been 
with us from the start, (albeit under a different name). 

other event supporters this year include Galaxy, mercedes-
Benz, mGm, Coca-Cola and Seapower Trading. 
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Among the participating patrons 
are Wynn, SJm, Shuffle master, IGT, 
Aristocrat, BNU, Silver Heritage, LVS, 
Dog one Life, Helping Hand, SK 
Support and macau Business.

Last year’s champions, teams “macau 
Golf ” and “SJm Grand Lisboa”, each 
forwarded moP100,000 to the macau 
Child Development Association and 
Caritas. Among other charities to receive 
the champions’ donations were the macau 
Special olympics and Tung Sin Tong.

Aside from the charity golf outing, 
one of the event’s highlights is the Gala 
Dinner, hosted after the round, where 
patrons who are unavailable to participate 
in the golf outing, also have a chance 
to give their support. Following the 
prize awarding ceremony, the evening’s 
climax is arguably the live auction of rare 
memorabilia from the music, movie, and 
sports industries. 

The most impressive items this year 
are: an autographed electric guitar from 
‘bad boys’ ACDC; an autographed version 
of US President Barack obama’s best 
seller ‘The Audacity of Hope’; Beckham’s 
soccer boot, Phelps’ swimming cap; and 
team-autographed jerseys from the All 
Blacks and the Wallabies – the eternal 
rivals -  as well as soccer greats Barcelona.

 major Tournament Sponsor, melco 
has also contributed with exclusive in-
house items to be auctioned: the “Live 
the life of a Rock Star” package alone, 
featuring celebrity status treatment at the 
Hard Rock Hotel, has a grand total retail 
value of over moP107,000 and comes 
with a stretch limo pick-up and delivery 
included.

So, this is the big day October 16th: 
The morning is reserved for the golf 
tournament, which will proceed under the 
watchful eye of the macau Professional 
Golfer’s Association.

The Cocktail bar will open at 18:00, at 
The Westin Resort’s Pool Logia, wrapping 
up the evening in a feast of culinary 
delights coupled with fine wines, spirits, 
and the odd premium cigar.  This is also 
an opportunity for guests and patrons to 
browse through the items that will be up 
for live auction later on. And of course, 
we’ll have the traditional raffle...

As the event matures, we hope to 
make the macau Business Charity Golf 
Tournament and Gala Dinner “THE” 
Corporate Social Responsibility event of 
the year... with your support, we are sure 
we’ll get there.
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Local Rules and Conditions 
TOURNAMENT FORMAT: 
3-men Texas Scramble 

men, blue tees; Ladies, red tees.

All team members take their shot. The captain of the team will select the best shot; the player will pick up the unselected 
ball and PLACE the ball within 6 inches of the position of the selected ball (no closer to the hole). Repeat the process 
until the ball is holed out. THE SELECTED BALL mAY NoT BE LIFTED oR CLEANED AND mUST BE 
PLAYED FIRST.

Teams must use a minimum of four tee shots from each player. make note on the Scorecard, to indicate whose tee shot 
was selected on each hole.
 
There are Gross & Net Prizes, and handicaps will be calculated according to the double Peoria scoring system. In the 
event of a Tie, there will be a count-back on the last 9, 6, 3, 2, 1 holes.

LoCAL RULES

OUT OF BOUNDS: 
Defined by inside points at ground level, of large white stakes or white lines.

WATER & LATERAL WATER HAZARDS: 
Water Hazards are defined by yellow stakes or yellow lines. Rule 26 – 1 applies.

Lateral Water Hazards are defined by red stakes or red lines. Rule 26 – 1 applies.

When both stakes and lines are used to define water and lateral water hazards, stakes identify hazards and lines define 
margins.

When a lateral water hazard is defined only on one side, it is deemed to extend to infinity.

When water hazards and lateral water hazards are bounded by out of bounds, the hazard margin extends to and coin-
cides with the out of bounds line.

GROUND UNDER REPAIR:
 Defined by white lines. Wild boar damage, Fire Ant Hills and French Drains are deemed to be ground under repair. 
Rule 25 – 1 applies.

CoNDITIoNS oF PLAY

TIME OF STARTING: 
Note under Rule 6 – 3 and optional Condition as prescribed in Appendix I shall be in effect.

 PACE OF PLAY: 
The maximum amount of time allowed for a match is 2 hours on the first 9, and 2 hours 10 mins on the back 9.

A group losing more than 1 hole on the team in front or their place on the course will be placed ‘under the clock’. A stop-
watch will be used to time each player, who may not exceed the following time limits: 

– Time Limit of 40 seconds per shot, except where the player is the first to Tee off, play a second shot on a hole, or putt.

The penalties for breach of speed of play rules are: 
– 1st offence, Verbal Warning
– 2nd offence, 1 shot penalty
– 3rd offence, Disqualification from the tournament, and immediate return to the clubhouse.



Special	Prizes	by

Preoria System 
(also known as the Peoria System)
 
An artificial handicapping system used for one-time events 
where most of the competitors simply don’t have official 
handicaps. This occurs in corporate or charity events when 
many of the participants just don’t play frequently enough to 
maintain a handicap. 

So how is the tournament administrator to apply handicap 
strokes? 

Here’s how it works: 

Six of the eighteen holes are secretly selected as special holes. 
None of the competitors are supposed to know which of the 
eighteen holes are the special six. Those six holes should be 
two par threes, two par fours and two par fives. If you can, try 
to select one of each kind from the front and back nines. 

As each player finishes and turns in a score card, add up the 
scores on each of those six special holes. multiply this total by 
three. Then subtract par for the course. The resulting figure 
serves as that player’s Peoria Handicap... just for use with this 
event. 

As with any handicap, subtract the Peoria Handicap from the 
player’s gross total to calculate the player’s net score, which is 
what you’ll be using to determine the winner.

Prizes
 
 
Nearest to the Pin (#17)
A marker will be placed on the green. If your ball finishes 
closer to the pin then the existing marker, move the marker 
to the location of your ball and write your name below the 
existing name stated there. The player whose ball finishes 
closest to the hole will win the prize.

Longest Drive (#12)
A marker will be placed on the fairway. once you  
tee off and your ball lands on the fairway, further  
away from the tee then the existing marker you  
should move the marker to the location of your drive and 
write your name below the existing name stated there. 
The players (man & lady) who hit the longest drive will  
receive an award.





Thank you for your support
Hope to see you next year


